Thursday 08/09/2022

**TENTATIVE TECHNICAL SESSION PROGRAMME (UPDATED ON AUG 08, 2022)**

**ROOM A**

- 10:00-10:30
  - Session: Revitalization of the Seattle Waterfront
    - Chelene Wong, Schaun Valdovinos and Barbara Lee
    - **Title**: REVITALIZATION OF THE SEATTLE WATERFRONT

- 10:30-11:00
  - Session: Pedestrian Bridge Design
    - Enrique Goberna, Knut Stockhusen, Daniel Gebreiter and Paulo Fidalgo
    - **Title**: CSA guidelines for pedestrian bridge design
    - Cezary Bednarski
    - **Title**: WHO CARRIES THE CAN AND WHO GETS OFF THE HOOK (what does society
      expect)
    - Geoffrey Thompson and John McNeil
    - **Title**: The New Mill-Bridge in Besigheim, Germany

- 11:00-11:30
  - Session: Interventional Footbridges
    - Rico Fischer, Victor Rodriguez Izquierdo, Guido Ludescher and Pedro Pablo Arroyo Alba
    - **Title**: AS SMALL INFRASTRUCTURES MAKE A GREAT LANDSCAPE: GREEN BELT
    - Gaute Mo, Fernando Ibañez Climent, Altea Cámara Aguilera, Gaute Mo, Mario Rando, Kathleen Overton, Fernando
    - **Title**: IoT FOOTBRIDGE - A SMART FOOTBRIDGE FOR CONNECTING CITY AND FOREST
    - Vincent Servais and Christophe Peigneux
    - **Title**: ENGAGING THE PUBLIC THROUGH THE DESIGN OF THE EASTWICK AND SWEETWATER FOOTBRIDGE, LONDON

- 11:30-12:00
  - Session: Partnerships to Provide Critical Access
    - Devin Connell, Avery Bang and Nicola Turrini
    - **Title**: PARTNERSHIPS TO PROVIDE CRITICAL ACCESS; NATIONAL RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROGRAMMING
    - Peter Nugent
    - **Title**: NEW WORKFLOWS FOR THE EFFICIENT DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ARCHITECTURAL FOOTBRIDGES
    - David Knight, Stuart Chambers and Mike Tonkin
    - **Title**: THE DINOSAUR BRIDGE – INNOVATION IN STRUCTURAL FORM & FABRICATION

- 12:00-12:30
  - Session: Footbridge Embraced by Their Users
    - Ana Sanchez and Laurent Ney
    - **Title**: FOOTBRIDGES EMBRACED BY THEIR USERS
    - Yves Pages, Quentin Berton, Klaas de Rycke, Niccolo Baldassini, Narjis
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - María Del Mar Goberna and Gonzalo Goberna
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - Julie Devènes, Jan Brütting, Maléna Bastien-Masse, Célia Küpfer and
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - Sara Casini, Bakhtiar Hossain, Elfie Strehlow, Ismail M. Basha and
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - Anna Sanchez and Laurent Ney
    - **Title**: FOOTBRIDGES EMBRACED BY THEIR USERS

- 12:30-13:00
  - Session: Contextual Footbridge Design
    - Hector Beade-Pereda, Bogdan Barbulescu and John Anderson
    - **Title**: CONTEXTUAL FOOTBRIDGE DESIGN
    - Iván Muñoz
    - **Title**: FOOTBRIDGES IN AN ENGINEERING-LED CONTEXT
    - Niklas Johansson
    - **Title**: A SIMPLIFIED DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF EXISTING PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES, A POSSIBILITY TO GET NEW
      EXPERIENCES INTO A NEW EXPERIENCE
    - Rocio Garcia Cuevas, Javier Fernando Jiménez-Alonso, Francisco Martinez
    - **Title**: THE VERIFICATION OF THE WALKABILITY ON THE PEDESTRIAN DECK
    - Teppei Matsui, Shinsuke Suematsu and Yuji Maki
    - **Title**: DYNAMIC DESIGN LOADS AND PERFORMANCE OF A GFRP-SFRS CC HYBRID FOOTBRIDGE
    - Michael Thorogood
    - **Title**: MECHANICAL INNOVATIONS DEVELOPED FOR THE LILLE LANGEBRO SWING BRIDGE, COPENHAGEN
    - Michael Hoj and Lars Lemvig
    - **Title**: SIMPLIFIED DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF EXISTING BRIDGES, A POSSIBILITY TO GET NEW EXPERIENCES INTO A NEW EXPERIENCE
    - Claudia Mora, Henrik Scheib, Kristoffer Frandsen, Johan Eriksson
    - **Title**: MODELLING SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION IN RUSSIA: THE CASE OF THE 3 NATIONS FOOTBRIDGE OVER THE NYSA ŁUŻYCKA RIVER
    - Vítor Dacol, Elsa Caetano and João Correia
    - **Title**: DYNAMIC DESIGN LOADS AND PERFORMANCE OF A GFRP-SFRS CC HYBRID FOOTBRIDGE

**ROOM B**

- 10:00-10:30
  - Session: Technical Sessions
    - Vincent Servais and Christophe Peigneux
    - **Title**: BOOMERANG AND JUNGLE BRIDGES: CONNECTING CITY AND FOREST
    - Matteo Dini
    - **Title**: FOOTBRIDGES IN MEYDAN ONE MALL IN DUBAI, UAE
    - Lego Wåtroba
    - **Title**: DESIGN OF THE THREE NATIONS FOOTBRIDGE OVER THE NYSA ŁUŻYCKA RIVER
    - Claudia Mora, Henrik Scheib, Kristoffer Frandsen, Johan Eriksson
    - **Title**: MODELLING SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION IN RUSSIA: THE CASE OF THE 3 NATIONS FOOTBRIDGE OVER THE NYSA ŁUŻYCKA RIVER
    - Mario Guisasola Legarreta Bridge Pedestrian Enlargement in Villabona
    - **Title**: EXTRAORDINARY CONCEPTS FOR EXISTING PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES: THE KUALA LUMPUR ICONIC FOOTBRIDGE
    - Yves Pages, Quentin Berton, Klaas de Rycke, Niccolo Baldassini, Narjis
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - María Del Mar Goberna and Gonzalo Goberna
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - Julie Devènes, Jan Brütting, Maléna Bastien-Masse, , Célia Küpfer and
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - Sara Casini, Bakhtiar Hossain, Elfie Strehlow, Ismail M. Basha and
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - Anna Sanchez and Laurent Ney
    - **Title**: FOOTBRIDGES EMBRACED BY THEIR USERS

- 10:30-11:00
  - Session: Technical Sessions
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    - **Title**: MODELLING SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION IN RUSSIA: THE CASE OF THE 3 NATIONS FOOTBRIDGE OVER THE NYSA ŁUŻYCKA RIVER
    - Mario Guisasola Legarreta Bridge Pedestrian Enlargement in Villabona
    - **Title**: EXTRAORDINARY CONCEPTS FOR EXISTING PEDESTRIAN BRIDGES: THE KUALA LUMPUR ICONIC FOOTBRIDGE
    - Yves Pages, Quentin Berton, Klaas de Rycke, Niccolo Baldassini, Narjis
    - **Title**: CONTEST FOR A BRIDGE FOR PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLES ACROSS THE MINHO RIVER
    - María Del Mar Goberna and Gonzalo Goberna
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